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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Erik L. Werner MD PhD  
Senior researcher  
Research Unit for General Practice in Bergen, Uni Health, 
NORWAY  
 
I state no conflicts of interests to this paper. 

REVIEW RETURNED 17/04/2012 

 

THE STUDY The research question is clearly defined but the last paragraph on 
the introduction section needs linguistic improvement (bottom p 4). 
The paragraph is a mixture of aims and background which should be 
separated.  
Regarding the method section I miss information on how to ensure 
all participating doctors follow the national guidelines, do the control 
doctors also attend the two days workshop? It also lacks information 
on the number of participating doctors in each group.  
How will the doctors respond to a patient's wish for more 
acupuncture treatments - if an immediate effect is short termed?  
Will patients' principal preference of treatment be recorded?  
Given previous research indicating acupuncture as effective for 
CLBP but of short duration, would it be possible to extend the follow 
up period to 12 months?  
To the recordings of demographics, why limit life events to the last 
12 months? 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is a well designed trial on an important issue. For the 
publication of the paper, I have only small concerns, regarding 
clarifying the aims paragraph and the design description. For the 
study itself I would have questions about the feasibility. 270 patients 
with acute LBP seems hard to recruit in general practice within 
acceptable timeline.   

 

REVIEWER Prof Suzanne McDonough. Lead of the Health and Rehabilitation 
Sciences Research Centre, University of Ulster, UK.  
 
I have no conflicts on interest. 

REVIEW RETURNED 08/05/2012 
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THE STUDY My comments relate to the appropriateness of the intervention 
whihch doesnt directly link to a question above but is very 
important.  
I think there is a lack of detail on how the intervention was chosen 
and limited references to support this approach. We have carried out 
a very comprehensive review which I think is relevant.  
 
1. We reviewed a wide source of information to obtain an overview 
of the characteristics of treatments used for acute low back pain 
(textbooks in English and Chinese, surveys in English, Chinese 
expert opinions, RCTs and case studies in Chinese and English and 
concluded the following: case studies reported the use of many 
more needles (median = 10) than RCTs in Chinese (median = 2). 
Treatment duration of 20 min was reported by both RCTs in Chinese 
and case studies. Six times per week was reported by RCTs in 
Chinese and case studies as the treatment frequency. Three to six 
sessions and back exercise during needling at distal points were 
reported by all clinical studies.  
 
The authors have stated that they have asked for feedback on their 
treatment plan, however they only cite two text books in support.  
 
Yuan J, Park J, Kerr DP, McDonough SM. Treatment regimens of 
acupuncture for low back pain - a systematic review. 
Complementary Therapies in Medicine. 2008 (Oct) 16 (5), 295-304 

REPORTING & ETHICS Need to state 'informed written consent' page 9. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 1. Our paper, Kennedy et al (2008) was not powered to allow us to 
draw any conclusions on the effects of acupuncture; it would be 
more accurate to state this in the introduction than the current 
statement ‘did not reveal any conclusions’.  
 
2. It would be helpful to add a supporting reference for the MCID on 
the NRS for pain intensity (page 7)  
 
3. Page8, are the authors going to measure patients preferences, 
expectations or beliefs in treatment?  
 
4. Page 9. It would be useful to know exactly what information the 
two groups will be given about the objectives of the study, as this 
may influence the outcome?  

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

6. The research question is clearly defined but the last paragraph on the introduction section needs 

linguistic improvement (bottom p 4). The paragraph is a mixture of aims and background which should 

be separated.  

 

 

We agree, and we have now moved the part with background to the section before the aims (page 

4).  

 

 

7. Regarding the method section I miss information on how to ensure all participating doctors follow 

the national guidelines, do the control doctors also attend the two days workshop? It also lacks 

information on the number of participating doctors in each group.  
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The control doctors will also take part in the workshop before the trial, and this is now specified with 

“all the participating doctors” in the section “Methods and analysis” on page 5. In the same section, 

we have also specified the number of participating doctors.  

 

 

8. How will the doctors respond to a patient's wish for more acupuncture treatments - if an immediate 

effect is short termed?  

 

 

In order to be enrolled in the current study, the patients are asked not to receive any additional 

acupuncture treatments during the observation period. This is specified in “Patient flow” (page 6).  

In the last questionnaire (12 months) we will ask the patients what kind of treatment they have 

received during the observation period (including acupuncture treatments).  

 

 

9. Will patients' principal preference of treatment be recorded?  

 

 

This is a good idea, and we will now implement this question in the baseline questionnaire. 

Accordingly, the text is changed in the “Measurements”-section, below “Sociodemographic variables” 

(page 8).  

 

 

10. Given previous research indicating acupuncture as effective for CLBP but of short duration, would 

it be possible to extend the follow up period to 12 months?  

 

 

We have previously discussed the follow-up period in the author group, and because the time to 

recovery for acute LBP is found to be short, and as we expect the effect of acupuncture to be of short 

duration, we initially planned to limit the follow-up period to 12 weeks. However, after a new 

discussion, and in the light of the reviewers’ reports, we have decided to prolong the follow-up to the 

suggested 12 months. This may contribute to the documentation of the duration of possible treatment 

effects and in addition be of specific value in the prognostic study. After a new power analysis, we see 

that this change do not have any implications for the sample size.  

 

The protocol is now changed accordingly in “Patient flow” (page 6), in “Measurements” (page 7 and 

8), and in “Sample size” (page 8).  

 

 

11. To the recordings of demographics, why limit life events to the last 12 months?  

 

 

The recording of demographics is important for the prognostic study, and in order to compare our 

findings with previous research, we have used the same principle for recording of demographics as in 

previous prognostic studies. We consider that for acute LBP, recent life events are more relevant than 

life events over all. Because of these considerations, we have decided not to change this question.  

 

 

12. I think there is a lack of detail on how the intervention was chosen and limited references to 

support this approach. We have carried out a very comprehensive review which I think is relevant.  

 

We reviewed a wide source of information to obtain an overview of the characteristics of treatments 
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used for acute low back pain (textbooks in English and Chinese, surveys in English, Chinese expert 

opinions, RCTs and case studies in Chinese and English and concluded the following: case studies 

reported the use of many more needles (median = 10) than RCTs in Chinese (median = 2). Treatment 

duration of 20 min was reported by both RCTs in Chinese and case studies. Six times per week was 

reported by RCTs in Chinese and case studies as the treatment frequency. Three to six sessions and 

back exercise during needling at distal points were reported by all clinical studies.  

 

The authors have stated that they have asked for feedback on their treatment plan, however they only 

cite two text books in support.  

 

Yuan J, Park J, Kerr DP, McDonough SM. Treatment regimens of acupuncture for low back pain - a 

systematic review. Complementary Therapies in Medicine. 2008 (Oct) 16 (5), 295-304  

 

 

In this study, we aim to examine a specific acupuncture treatment that we through our clinical 

experience believe is effective. We have found support for this treatment in two textbooks, but 

otherwise LBP is treated in many ways in different trials and books.  

The conclusions in the highlighted systematic review are very interesting. However, this new 

knowledge will not change the design of our trial. We find some support for our choice of acupuncture 

points, but we will use shorter treatment time and less treatment sessions than other trials and case 

reports. This is to reduce potential attention bias.  

 

We have, however, changed some paragraphs in the protocol:  

- Some general about the review in “Introduction” (page 3).  

- Referring the support for the points that we plan to use and the method with using mobilising 

movements in the systematic review, later in the “Introduction” (page 4).  

- Writing the Chinese names of “the Lumbar Pain Points” in “Methods and analysis”/”Acupuncture 

group A” (page 6)  

- In the last paragraph of the same section (page 6), we have commented the treatment time and the 

number of sessions.  

 

 

13. Need to state 'informed written consent' page 9.  

 

 

We have now specified this.  

 

 

14. Our paper, Kennedy et al (2008) was not powered to allow us to draw any conclusions on the 

effects of acupuncture; it would be more accurate to state this in the introduction than the current 

statement ‘did not reveal any conclusions’.  

 

 

We agree, and we have changed the text accordingly in “Introduction” (bottom, page 3).  

 

 

15. It would be helpful to add a supporting reference for the MCID on the NRS for pain intensity (page 

7)  

 

 

One of the authors (MG) has discussed this in a previous study (Grotle Spine 2004, ref. 35). We have 

changed the MCID to 1.5 to be more true to this reference, in “Measurements” / “Secondary outcome 
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measures” (page 7).  

 

 

16. Page 8, are the authors going to measure patients preferences, expectations or beliefs in 

treatment?  

 

 

We believe this is a good idea, see also comment number 9, as the other reviewer also 

recommended this.  

We have decided to include a question of belief in acupuncture as an additional treatment and the 

protocol now describes this in “Measurements” below the section of “Sociodemographic variables” 

(page 8).  

 

 

17. Page 9. It would be useful to know exactly what information the two groups will be given about the 

objectives of the study, as this may influence the outcome?  

 

 

We have now specified this closer in the section “Patient flow” (page 9).  
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